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Stretching DNA with a Receding Meniscus: Experiments and Models
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A detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the alignment of grafted DNA molecules by
a moving meniscus is presented. The existence and extent of the stretching (up to2.14 times the
unstretched length) depends critically on the properties of the surface. Molecules grafted at both ends
exhibit a looplike shape which is scale invariant. An elastic model of this process, which we have called
molecular combing, is introduced which (a) yields the extension force on various surfaces, (b) yields a
value for the tensile strength of DNA,476 6 84 pN, and (c) describes the shape of the loops with no
fitting parameters.

PACS numbers: 87.15.–v, 82.65.–i, 87.90.+y
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The study of polymer physics at the single mole
cule level is being greatly advanced by the visualizati
[1] and manipulation of single DNA molecules. Elec
trophoresis of single fluorescent DNA molecules has be
studied in gels [2] and in microlithographic arrays [3
Measurements on single DNA molecules [4] have be
shown to fit remarkably well the elastic theory of stif
chain polymers [4]. Finally, single fluorescent molecule
grafted to beads and manipulated by optical tweezers h
been used to study the reptation and relaxation of po
mers [5]. From a more applied point of view, variou
approaches have been tried to align DNA as a prepara
step in the sequencing or mapping of a single molecu
Alignment of free molecules in a gel [6] or of grafted one
in a flow [7] have been proposed. In the same vein w
have discovered a new phenomenon involving the syste
atic and complete alignment of grafted DNA molecule
by the action of a receding meniscus. This phenomen
called molecular combing, has been previously describ
and discussed from a more biological point of view [8
Here we address the physical mechanism responsible
the extension of the molecule.

DNA molecules were grafted, as previously describe
on a variety of surfaces: surfaces silanated with
exposed vinyl group (silanated surfaces) and used as s
or further coated with proteins [8], bovine serum album
(BSA), proteinA, or proteinAyantidigoxigenine (antiDIG
surfaces [9]). A unique feature of these techniques is t
they ensure the grafting of the molecule at one or bo
extremities only, avoiding binding of the molecule alon
its length. DNA was stained with YOYO1 [dimer of oxa
zole yellow (CH2)3-N(CH3)2-(CH2)3-N(CH3)2-(CH2)3]
[9] and observed, in solution or after passage of t
meniscus, by video enhanced fluorescence microscopy

A preliminary task was to assess whether the deg
of extension of the molecule was due to its interactio
with the dye or to the action of the meniscus. For th
purpose,l-DNA was incubated at various ratios of dy
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moleculesybase pairs (1:5, 1:10, and 1:20), grafted on
identical silanated surfaces and combed. The probabilit
distribution of the length (PDL) of the combed molecules
is measured for each YOYO1ybp ratio. All PDL’s exhibit
the same peak at the largest extension,,24 mm, as
shown in Fig. 1(a) (for a ratio 1:5). This suggests that
the extension of the molecule is mainly due to the

FIG. 1. Histograms of the length ofN segments ofl-DNA
segments and a typical image (inset) combed on (a) silanate
surfaces in biological buffer 2-[N-morpholino] ethanesulfonic
acid (MESS) 50 mM at pH  5.5 (N  175); (b) antiDIG sur-
faces in biological buffer (tris) [hydroxymethyl] aminoethane
(TRIS) 10 mM at pH  7.5 (N  297).
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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tension of the receding meniscus which is strong enou
to lengthen the DNA by about50% (the unstretched
extension ofl-DNA is 16.1 mm). Random ligation of
l-DNA with DNA-ligase leading to the formation of
multimers, followed by combing on silanated surface
yields equally spaced peaks in the PDL at the monom
dimer, and trimer locations. Thus the degree of extensi
does not depend on the length of the molecule, implyi
that the tension acts locally in the vicinity of the meniscu

The degree of extension, however, depends strongly
the surface treatment. The peak of the PDL forl-DNA
combed on different batches of silanated surfaces (nonw
ting) was observed to vary between 21 and24 mm. Thus
even small variations in the surface coating affect the d
gree of extension. Furthermore the peak of the PDL
DIG labeled [9]l-DNA combed on different batches of
antiDIG surfaces (wetting) was observed to vary betwe
16 and18 mm, see Fig. 1(b).

The combing is suppressed in the presence of stro
nonspecific adsorption. Thus adsorption of DNA t
antiDIG surface is observed by varying the surfac
properties: changing thepH or the coverage of protein.
In solution the molecules bind to the surface, sto
fluctuating, and cannot be combed. A similar behavi
is observed on silanated surfaces coated with the prot
BSA [10]. At high concentration of BSA (100 mgyml)
there is strong nonspecific adsorption of DNA. The
as the concentration is decreased, the molecules are
(at 10 mgyml) observed to be combed as on antiDIG
surfaces (weak extension force), and then (at1 mgyml)
one recovers the behavior on silanated surfaces (stro
extension force).

The force exerted on the molecule in solution thu
results from a local competition between (1) the DNAy
surface interactions in front of the meniscus (nonspeci
adsorption) and (2) the local action of the meniscus on t
molecule. The force can be reduced by the addition
surfactants (e.g., Tween 20). Notice that the stronger
nonspecific adsorption the less the molecule is stretch
Since the receding meniscus constrains the molecule
solution to the surface, it makes sense that the exer
tension will be stronger the smaller the affinity betwee
the surface and the DNA. However, the molecule le
dry behind the meniscus adheres strongly to the surfa
[11]. A molecular understanding of these interactions is
complex problem. In the following we shallassumethat
the end result of these interactions is aconstant stretching
force parallel to the direction of combing, exerted on th
molecule in the vicinity of the contact line.

One may use the experimental observations a
Hooke’s law to estimate this force [12]. Let2l and 2l0

be the stretched and unstretched length of the portion
the molecule in the vicinity of the meniscus. The forc
acting on the molecule isF'  EAslyl0 2 1d, where
E  1.1 3 108 Nym2 is its Young modulus [13] and
A  3.8 3 10218 m2 its cross sectional area. The relativ
extensionlyl0, the local strain, can be deduced from th
gh
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ratio between the peak of the PDL and the natural leng
of the molecule (16.1 mm). On silanated surfaces one
measureslyl0  1.38 6 0.11 and thus F' , 160 pN,
whereas on antiDIG surfaceslyl0  1.13 6 0.03 and
thusF' , 54 pN. These forces are stronger than typic
entropic [4] or hydrodynamic [14] ones (a few pN) bu
are comparable to the bond strength between biotin a
streptavidin [15].

DNA molecules grafted at both ends to a surface c
also be combed. First as the meniscus moves past
anchoring points of the molecule it stretches its tw
anchored segments (legs)perpendicularto the interface,
as described above. The portion of the molecule
solution decreases until it just spans the distance betw
the two legs. It is now stretchedparallel to the contact
line, its length diminishing as the meniscus recedes. T
final shape adopted by the molecule is a loop connect
two straight segments, see Fig. 2. Although the si

FIG. 2. Comparison between the observed and calcula
shape of the loops. (a) Image of broken loops of fragmen
of E. coli DNA on silanated surfaces (pH  5.5) with their
theoretical shape superimposed (a  1.36). The parametera
has been determined independently at the breaking point
via the peaks in the PDL (see text). (b) Image of unbroke
loops of l-DNA on antiDIG surfaces (atpH  7.5) with their
theoretical shape superimposed (a  0.47). The scale is set by
the perpendicular distance between the legs. (c), (d), and
correspond to three loops as in (b) but rescaled, demonstra
the scale invariance property.
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of loops combed on a given surface can vary by
factor of 10 or more, their shape is identical: they a
scale invariant, i.e., all loops can be superposed afte
rescaling by the perpendicular distance between their le
[Figs. 2(c), 2(d), and 2(e)]. If the tension is strong enoug
the loop breaks. This is always the case on silana
surfaces [see Fig. 2(a)] but never on antiDIG coat
surfaces [Fig. 2(b)].

At the breaking point, we can measure the stretch
and unstretched lengths of the molecule,lb and l0,b ,
respectively (see Fig. 3). An average over 26 brok
loops yields lbyl0,b  2.14 6 0.20. This elongation is
very large; however, stretching of DNA to twice its lengt
by hydrodynamic drag has been reported [16] and a 50
increase in length is known to be induced by Rec-A
proteins binding to DNA [17]. Assuming that most o
the stretching is done in the elastic regime (a pretty go
assumption as we shall see below), one can infer from t
measurement the tensile strength of DNA (stained w
YOYO1), i.e., the force [18]Fb necessary to break it:

Fb  EA

µ
lb

l0,b
2 1

∂
 476 6 84 pN. (1)

This measurement is compatible with the lower bound f
the tensile strength of DNA determined by Harrington an
Zimm [19]: 270 pN.

We shall now use the elastic framework introduce
previously to describe the shape of the loops. Our mod
relies on the following assumptions: (1) The end result
the interactions within the meniscus region is aconstant
force F0 acting along thelocal direction of the combed
molecule [20]; (2) the component ofF0 parallel to the
meniscus is balanced by the elastic force of the molecu
while its perpendicular component is balanced by th
force exerted by the interface on the molecule; and (3)
soon as a part of the stretched molecule is laid in the d
region it sticks to the substrate.

From assumptions (1) and (2) we then have [s
Fig. 4(a)]

Fx  F0 sinussd  EA

∑
lssd
l0ssd

2 1

∏
, (2)

FIG. 3. Broken loop observed on silanated surfaces. Fro
measurements on such figures we deduce the extension
DNA at the breaking point: the streched molecule length
lb  BC, its unstretched lengthl0,b is deduced by dividing the
length AB 1 DC by the extension factor observed for straigh
molecule combed on the same surface.
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FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of a loop in formation. (a)F0 is
the constant tangential force exerted on the molecule,2lssd is
the length of the portion of molecule still in solution, ands the
arclength from the origin O. (b) Schematic drawing exhibiting
the relation betweenlssd andl0ssd (the unstretched length of the
molecule still in solution which is proportional to the number of
stretched bp’s symbolized by tick marks) and their values after
the molecule has been combed by an amountds. The amount
of bp’s in ds is proportional tol0ssddsylssd.

where s, the arclength or intrinsic coordinate along the
combed portion of the loop, serves as a convenient
parametrization. Initially we normalize our lengths so
that ls0d  l0s0d  1. As the meniscus recedes a growing
portion of the molecule is combed and bothlssd andl0ssd
decrease. From assumption (3) one can see [Fig. 4(b)
that the portion of unstretched lengthl0ssd (i.e., the number
of bp’s) left combed by the receding meniscus obeys

l0ssd  l0ss 1 dsd 1
ds
lssd

l0ssd . (3)

Setting sinu  2dlyds, one obtains the following set
of differential equations:

F0

EA
dl
ds

 1 2
lssd
l0ssd

,
dl0

ds
 2

l0ssd
lssd

. (4)

These equations are scale invariant, accounting for the
self-similarity of the loops. Other models we have tried
have been unable to account for the scale invariance
property of the loops (ifF0 is proportional tol) or their
smooth tip (if Fy is constant). Introducinga ; F0yEA,
the solution of Eq. (4) is:

l 
sa 1 1dl0

1 1 al
111ya
0

, sinu 
1 2 l

111ya
0

1 1 al
111ya
0

. (5)

Notice that the shape of the loop is a function of a
single parametera (for a  1 the loop is a semicircle).
For broken loops this parameter can be determined
independently from our previous estimation ofFb and
from the measured value ofussbd at the breaking point
s  sb , ussbd  57± 6 6.6±. Equation (2) then yieldsa 
1.36. The shape calculated with this value matches nicely
the observed ones [see Fig. 2(a)]. The value ofa for
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nonbroken loops, being proportional to the extensio
force, can then be deduced by a measurement of
peak of the PDL [,22 mm for the loops shown in
Fig. 2(a) and18 mm for the loops of Fig. 2(b)]. The
shape thus calculated for a DNA loop on an antiDI
surface, witha  0.47, is again in excellent agreemen
with the observation [see Fig. 2(b)].

In the previous discussion, we have considered the c
where the force on the molecule was strong enough
elastically stretch it. There is another interesting regim
where the force on the molecule is balanced by
entropic (not bulk) elasticity. In that regime, the expecte
shape of the combed loops is very different from the o
described above. Following Bustamanteet al. [4], we
adopt an approximate formula for the force vs extensi
of a stiff chain random polymer:

F0j

kBT
sinusl0d 

1
4

µ
1 2

l
l0

∂22

2
1
4

1
l
l0

, (6)

where j is the DNA persistence length. This scal
invariant equation, which depends on one parameterb ;
F0jykBT , can be solved. All its solutions possess a sha
tip: us0d , py2. We have not yet been able to reduce th
tensile force on the molecule to observe that regime.

To summarize, our results are consistent with th
following picture of the combing process. At the movin
anchoring point of the molecule, i.e., at the transitio
between its combed dried portion and its part in solutio
a constant force is exerted on the molecule, who
magnitude F0 or F' depends on whether the part in
solution is parallel or perpendicular to the meniscus. Th
force elastically stretches the molecule in the immedia
vicinity of the meniscus, which is “glued” to the surfac
as the meniscus recedes.
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